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Summary

Terms such as prospective, interventional, and controlled are redundant in the context of randomised trials, and are

therefore distracting. Pragmatic should probably be reserved for trials that intentionally control little except the expo-

sure. The term pilot should be reserved for trials that were designated to a priori and registered as pilot trials, and have

appropriate pilot outcomes. ‘Pragmatic’ and ‘real-world’ should not be inserted to excuse poor trial design; and similarly,

‘pilot’ should not be appended to excuse inadequate power.
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Consider the following hypothetical title addendum: ‘A pro- obviously a spectrum of control that investigators impose in
spective randomised controlled interventional pragmatic

clinical pilot trial.’ How many ways is this statement redun-

dant? At least three. All randomised trials are by necessity

prospective, since it is impossible to randomise in retrospect.

Furthermore, all trials are controlled to some degree, because,

by definition, investigators control exposure in trials. For the

same reason, all trials are interventional. And if they are not,

the design is observational, even if conducted prospectively.

The term ‘clinical’ also adds little information since the term is

largely restricted to human studies in biomedical literature.

The term ‘controlled’ is problematic because it introduces

confusion between the degree to which protocol imple-

mentation is controlled and the control group. Along those

lines, ‘control group’ is vague because it refers to so many

things, including no treatment, placebo, an alternative ther-

apy, or routine practice. ‘Reference treatment’ is therefore

preferable, and of course should be clearly defined. Even better

is to refer to trial groups with specific language such as

‘epidural analgesia’ or ‘continuous ward monitoring.’

What about the term ‘pragmatic’? It is not redundant, but it

also is not especially helpful. All well-designed trials contain

elements that are tightly controlled, usually including the

exposure, and others that are not to keep the protocol manage-

able. The dichotomy between ‘pragmatic’ and ‘controlled’ is

thus false because all trials contain tightly controlled elements

and others that are largely left to clinician discretion. A more

useful dichotomy is between ‘pragmatic’ trials geared towards

effectiveness (howwell treatmentswork ingeneralpractice) and

‘explanatory’ trials geared towards efficacy (how well treat-

ments work under optimal conditions).1 But that said, there is
clinical trials that can be at least roughly quantified.2

Tight control enhances internal validity and reduces vari-

ability, which reduces sample-size requirements. All in-

vestigators thus make reasonable efforts to control factors that

are likely to contribute variability. Corporate-sponsored trials,

especially those designed for regulatory registration, addition-

ally control many other factors including enrolment in an effort

to target a population that is especially likely to benefit and

exclude patients at risk of complications. Strict criteria obvi-

ously make enrolment challenging and thus work best for

relatively small trials. An additional consequence of tight con-

trol is results geared towards efficacy and consequent poor

generalisability.

At the opposite end of the pragmatism spectrum are trials

that allow broad enrolment and control little except the

exposure. Large multinational, investigator-initiated trials

tend to fall into this category because it is impractical (and

would be excessively expensive) to exert tight control across

dozens of centres in many countries. The consequent vari-

ability increases the required sample size, and the results are

geared towards effectiveness and generalisability. Identifying

such trials as pragmatic is reasonable. Cluster and step-wedge

designs are excellent examples of pragmatic trials, because

nearly all patients within each cluster are enrolled, and

because little except the exposure is controlled.3

What about the similar term ‘real-world’? The definition of

real-world evidence includes data from electronic health re-

cords, administrative data, registries, and patient-generated

data including recording from personal electronic devices.

The problem comes when the term ‘real-world’ is applied to
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trials, usually to imply an almost uncontrolled design. How-

ever, real-world is not a defined trial descriptor and probably

best avoided. In fact, some journals no longer allow the term

because it is essentially meaningless.

Importantly, the degree of pragmatism in a clinical trial is

not a marker of quality. There are good reasons for using

tightly controlled designs in some circumstances, and equally

compelling reasons to be pragmatic in others.4 But the balance

between control and pragmatism should be carefully consid-

ered by investigators and designed into the trial protocol for

compelling reasons. Neither ‘pragmatic’ nor ‘real-world’

should be used as post hoc excuses for sloppy trial design. But

too often, they are.

What about the term ‘pilot’? It is routine to do pilot trials

before starting major outcome trials, and for good reason. In-

vestigators inevitably learn much during pilot trials, and pilot

results almost always guide protocol enhancements. But pilot

trials should be planned as pilots and so designated in their

trial registrations. They should also have appropriate out-

comes such as feasibility, estimating baseline incidence, and

evaluate mediators rather than hard outcomes. A corollary is

that the term ‘pilot’ should not be appended post hoc to an

under-powered trial.

And finally, let us consider the rest of the title, perhaps

something such as ‘The effect of intraoperative mean arterial

pressure <65 mm Hg on delirium during the initial three

postoperative days in patients >65 years old having noncar-

diac surgery.’ This title is not technically wrong. But it contains

a phrase that is nearly meaningless ‘the effect of,’ along with

excessive methodological detail that arguably distracts from

the primary research question. Excessive detail is distracting

rather than informative. Titles should not be protocols, any

more than menus should be recipes.

All words in the title are indexed by the National Library of

Medicine, alongwith keywords and abstract text. But that is not

the case for other search engines, some of which index entire

scientific articles based on the initial 10 words of their title. A

prudent strategy is thus to insert asmany keywords as practical

into the initial portion of the title. For example,with little loss of

content, our sample title might be presented as ‘Intraoperative

hypotension and postoperative delirium in older patients
DOI of original article: 10.1016/j.bja.2021.08.015.
recovering from noncardiac surgery.’ These 10 words clearly

describe the purpose of the trial, making it likely that people

searching for the topic will easily find this one.

Terms such as prospective, interventional, and controlled

are redundant in the context of randomised trials, and are

therefore distracting. Pragmatic should probably be reserved for

trials that intentionally control little except the exposure. The

term pilot should be reserved for trials that were a priori desig-

nated and registered as pilot trials, and have appropriate pilot

outcomes. ‘Pragmatic’ and ‘real-world’ should not be inserted

to excuse poor trial design; and similarly, ‘pilot’ should not be

appended to excuse inadequate power.

Manuscript titles and trial descriptions matter. Precise

wording and thoughtful ordering of keywords makes it more

likely that people searching for answers will find your article.

In many cases, people only see the title in a search list. A

concise, accurate title will help them judge the article’s rele-

vance, and increase the chances of it being read and cited.
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